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brighter and brighter as the angle of incidence on the base becomes smaller, and the cross-section of the beam larger, until the limiting angle of total reflection is reached, where the intensity abruptly drops to practically zero. The borders, therefore, of this anthelic light are rather sharply marked and, as stated by Hastings,1 appear as short arcs crossing at the anthelion.
To locate points along these borders: From
sin h = M sin k
in which h and k are the angles between the base of the crystal and the external and internal rays, respectively, we find, at the limit of total reflection, h = 57° 48'. Hence, if 0 is the angle between the axis of the crystal and the plane of the solar vertical,
fl     sin 57° 48'
COS 6 = -----------^—;
cos H
in which H is the solar altitude. We now tip the horizon equally with the crystal through any definite angle and find the new anthelion (the border point desired) from the new solar vertical and new solar altitude.
The borders cross at an angle of about 30°, due to light passing in and out by the same face, and when the altitude of the sun is 10°: at an angle of roughly 127°, due to lij below it, when the altitude of the t
Anthelic Arcs.—When the rays i, ^, ^, <*^^ . v^ *&. ~^JL,, <*^ J.^^J.^^JLJ reflected by a base of the crystal, " mirror images " of the corresponding points on the Parry class of arcs are produced. Two of these halos, those due to the internal reflection of the rays 3 and 5, are, as Hastings2 has explained, the well-known lower and upper anthelic arcs (Fig. 210)— brightest when the altitude of the sun is about 70° and 50°, respectively, when the advantage of minimum refraction is added to that of favored position.
Points on these halos are found, as explained above, under Parry arcs.
Oblique Heliac Arcs.—On rare occasions, oblique white arcs are seen to rise from the sun (not cross it), symmetrical about the solar vertical, to which they are inclined nearly 60°. These arcs, which unite in a continuous curve above the sun, and which produce parhelia at their intersections with other halos, especially with the halo of 22°, are due to reflection by ice needles in their position of maximum stability—the major axis and two faces horizontal.
To trace these arcs, let a crystal in this stable attitude be at 0 (Fig. 211), the center of the celestial sphere; let A be'the circle, 30° below the horizon BB, swept out by a normal to the reflecting face as the crystal is turned around a vertical axis; let N be the intersection of this normal
1 Monthly Weather Review, 48; 322, 1920.
2 Loc. tit.

